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But while the Land Cruiser has this intrinsic cool factor -- even more so with 's Heritage Edition
-- the LX just feels, well, old. The LX competes in the crowded full-size SUV segment, and uses
old-school, body-on-frame architecture with full-time all-wheel drive. Only one powertrain is
available, consisting of a naturally aspirated, 5. Even with horsepower and pound-feet of torque
on tap, the LX isn't exactly quick. This is a big, 6,pound SUV, and it takes 7. A full-size
Mercedes-Benz GLS , on the other hand, has less power and torque, but thanks to
turbocharging and mild-hybrid technology, it can sprint to 60 mph in 5. On that note, the EPA
gives the LX ratings of 12 miles per gallon city, 16 mpg highway and 14 mpg combined. The
GLS returns 19 city, 23 highway and 21 combined, and even more powerful competitors like the
Land Rover Range Rover and Lincoln Navigator do slightly better, both returning 16 city, 21
highway and 18 combined. During a week of testing, my LX is only averaging The LX's highway
ride is mostly smooth but it's easily upset by bumpy pavement. Perhaps the most disconcerting
part of the driving experience is the steering, which feels heavy yay! The lack of on-center
steering feel means I'm constantly making small corrections just to stay in a straight line. I
know owners aren't going to run the Lexus LX through the canyons like they would in a sports
car, but the company provides its SUV Sport and Sport Plus modes to change up the throttle
and transmission parameters. Even when dialed into Sport Plus, the steering is still vague and
there is a ton of body motion. The good news is that the eight-speed transmission shifts nicely
in the background, not drawing any attention to itself. Thankfully, there are several standard
driving aids, and the adaptive cruise control does a nice job of slowing the LX down once I hit
traffic. Unfortunately, the low-speed modulation of the adaptive cruise control is awful. The LX
slams on the brakes and stops abruptly, to the point where I'd rather just drive with this tech off.
All things considered, the LX is far worse to drive on-road than pretty much any other full-size
luxury SUV. But it at least can excel off the beaten path. I didn't have a chance to off-road this
tester, but I hit the dirt in an LX in , and the model is essentially the same. A lockable center
differential is standard as is a two-speed transfer case and five different terrain modes. The air
suspension can give the Lexus over 11 inches of ground clearance and there is some nifty
technology that applies the brake to an inside wheel when the trail gets tight. It'll totally stand
toe-to-toe with a Range Rover. The interior is comfortable and the materials are great, but the
infotainment tech is all kinds of awful. Inside, the LX can be had with two or three rows of seats,
and there's a maximum of While there is plenty of room in that third row, it isn't the most
comfortable. My rear is lower than my knees, making me feel like I'm sitting in a kindergarten
chair, but the second row is supercomfy with available heated and cooled seats, separate
climate controls and an available dual-screen DVD system. Unfortunately, there isn't a Wi-Fi
hotspot, so your kids can't stream Netflix or Hulu or anything like that. While the cabin is full of
luxurious style and it's pretty well insulated from road and engine noise, Lexus needs a
full-blown overhaul of its infotainment system. The graphics are outdated, the interface isn't
easy to understand and the whole system is just harder than it needs to be. Case in point: When
using the in-dash navigation system there is no mute button on the map. Instead I have to exit
navigation, go to the general setup menu, find the voice settings and mute the directions from
there. It's just not well thought out. At least the LX gains Amazon Alexa integration for The LX
has two USB Type-A ports, a wireless charging pad and a volt outlet up front, but second-row
passengers only get one volt plug and a volt outlet. Want charging options in the third row? Too
bad. That means the LX is priced in line with other full-size luxury contenders, but nice as it is
inside, the Lexus offers far less in the way of technology and performance. After all, it's
essentially the same thing. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments
that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at
any time at our discretion. Roadshow editors pick the products and services we write about.
When you buy through our links, we may get a commission. Emme Hall. Enlarge Image. View
Local Inventory. Like Excellent off-road capability High-quality interior Lots of standard
features. Don't Like Poor fuel economy Horrible infotainment tech. Score Breakdown
Performance. Specs See full specs. Discuss: Lexus LX review: An off-road champ, but tough to
recommend. At the same time, it provides a thick layer of luxury and refinement for when the
adventure calls for pounding the pavement. As the flagship of the Lexus SUV lineup, the
three-row LX has an impeccably crafted interior and plenty of standard luxury features.
Technologically, the Lexus LX falls well behind rivals. Its infotainment system competes mainly
in terms of screen size, and the LX 's safety technology is basic for this class. Where other
luxury SUVs dazzle customers with digital instrumentation, massaging seats, and the latest in
advanced driver safety aids, this Lexus falls behind. You can take the LX well off the beaten
path, and as is expected of a Lexus, it behaves as though every component has been coated in
silicone. But on pavement, the truck-like LX is less enjoyable to drive. Check out our full Expert
Rating for all of the details. Each is well equipped, and Lexus offers few options for this SUV. It

comes with:. LX Inspiration Series New for , this version of the LX is based on the Three-Row
and comes with blacked-out exterior trim and wheels, black premium leather with red accents,
and special floor and cargo mats. Write a review. See all 1 reviews. Just like the LX , the Infiniti
has a strong V8 engine and commendable off-roading capability. The QX80's interior, though, is
not quite as sumptuous. And for Lexus money, you can go ahead and spring for the Land
Rover's supercharged V8 engine. There isn't much of a price difference between the Lexus LX
and the SUV upon which it is based, so the Toyota Land Cruiser is a direct competitor even
though it wears a mainstream brand. The Toyota's primary selling point over the Lexus is its
more user-friendly infotainment system. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for
the Lexus LX and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the LX 5. Edmunds consumer
reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other
drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including
performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available
as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the LX
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Lexus LX and all
model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations
for the LX featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior,
and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term
road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Lexus LX Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Lexus Lexus LX
Select year - New - New. Other years. The Lexus LX is old. It remains an impeccably built and
impressive piece of machinery. Its strengths, particularly as an off-roader, make it worthy of
consideration. But the two-row version lacks some of the three-row's practicality, and most
buyers' needs will be better served by other vehicles. The LX is immensely capable off-road but
proves less so on pavement. In typical driving, the V8 feels lazy and not especially quick to spin
up, and it lacks torque at the low end where you'd expect it. It's a tall vehicle and leans
noticeably in turns. The steering is shockingly heavy at parking lot speeds and overly light on
the freeway, with poor on-center feel that makes it easy to drift from a straight line. The brakes
are quite numb and can be hard to modulate at low speeds, exhibiting some grabbiness. In our
testing, the big SUV made the mph run in an acceptable 7. Other luxury SUVs feel livelier when
you prod the gas pedal. The LX's comfort and quiet clash with its bumpy ride. The excellent
front seats are wide and flat but also cushy and supportive. They're built like armchairs and
great for long drives. The second row in our two-row tester was just as cushy but less
supportive with fewer adjustments, and your knees sit a bit higher due to the floor height. The
Lexus LX is also very quiet. Traffic, road noise and even bumps sound distant. There's wind
noise at freeway speeds, but it's nothing intrusive. The ride is truck-like. Lexus' suspension
takes the sharp edges off bumps big and small, but you still feel every road imperfection. And
the climate control is best left to manage itself in Climate Concierge mode since adjusting the
settings requires using the annoying infotainment interface. The two-row LX's interior is
incredibly roomy. There's a lack of toe room under the front seats, but extra legroom makes up
for that. Visibility is also quite strong for a large SUV, with tall glass and expansive mirrors that

provide a good view all around. The driving position is very upright and commanding, and
shorter drivers might struggle to find a comfortable arrangement. The cabin is positively
cluttered with controls, many for off-road features. They're well labeled, but it's a lot to manage.
Anything that doesn't have a button is stuck in one of the most cumbersome infotainment
interfaces on the road. Also, while the doors open wide and there are plenty of grab handles, the
vehicle's high seats and high step rails can make getting in and out a struggle for some. The LX
is saddled with Lexus' worst generation of infotainment, with a finicky joystick controller,
confusing menu structures, and poorly labeled and hard-to-find settings. The navigation
software is simplistic and outdated. Lexus provides just a few USB ports and none for the
second row. You can't do worse in this segment. That said, sound quality from the optional
Mark Levinson stereo is excellent. The adaptive cruise control works pretty well for a vehicle
this size at freeway speeds, but it's too reactive in stop-and-go traffic, making it unpleasant to
use. Driver aids overall are far less capable than those from class leaders. The LX offers a
massive If you want max cargo space, you have to fold the second row upright against the front
seatbacks. That forces the front seats forward far enough to make driving essentially
impossible for most adults. The LX does make a fine place to sleep on a camping trip, and since
each side of the second-row seats can be folded independently, you can open up a very long
space on one side of the vehicle if you forgo a passenger. For your small personal items, there
are a few handy pockets, but most of the small-item storage is in the bucket-like armrest bin.
Competitors offer better organization. We averaged The Lexus LX feels very well built, with
quality materials and padding almost everywhere your body might make contact with a surface.
It is a solid-feeling vehicle, and, compared to our time in some other body-on-frame SUVs, we
experienced no rattles or creaks. That said, the starting price is very high for the segment
although most features are standard , and most competitors are less expensive even when
optioned up. Lexus' warranty is typical for the class. The LX has personality in aces. It's big,
sturdy and comfortable, and you look down on the world while your music plays in exquisite
clarity. This Lexus is an archetypal luxury truck. And just because its features and tech put it
behind the curve doesn't mean it's lost an ounce of that personality. Additionally, the
Three-Row provides access to packages and options that are not available on the Two-Row
model. Highlights are as follows:. It comes with: Premium leather upholstery Ventilated front
seats Heated and ventilated rear seats Heated steering wheel A Sport package is exclusive to
the Three-Row and adds on: Front styling modifications inch wheels Premium leather in more
available colors Black headliner LX Inspiration Series New for , this version of the LX is based
on the Three-Row and comes with blacked-out exterior trim and wheels, black premium leather
with red accents, and special floor and cargo mats. Read more. Find savings on the LX for sale
near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all LX lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the LX Most
helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Beautiful car! Includes pedestrian detection. Adaptive
Cruise Control Adjusts speed to maintain a constant distance between the Lexus and the car in
front. Can bring the LX to a complete stop. Includes automatic collision notification and
emergency assistance. Lexus LX vs. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out
of 3 reviews. The Edmunds experts tested the LX both on the road and at the track, giving it a 6.
What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in
mind that carrying capacity for the LX ranges from And then there's safety and reliability. Learn
more. To determine whether the Lexus LX is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer
reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the LX Look for
specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the LX 's
average consumer
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rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the
Lexus LX is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the LX and gave it a 6. Safety
scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the LX is a good car for you. What do people think of the Lexus LX ?
Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Lexus LX and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review
was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good
price for a New Lexus LX ? Which Lexus LX s are available in my area? Can't find a new Lexus
LX s you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or
buy a Lexus LX ? Check out Lexus lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the
LX drive? How comfortable is the LX ? How economical is the LX ? Is the LX a good value?

